In order to drive an inertial fusion target or study high energy density physics with heavy ion beams, the beam radius must be focused to < 3 mm and the pulselength must be compressed to < 10 ns. The conventional scheme for temporal pulse compression makes use of an increasing ion velocity to compress the beam as it drifts and beam space charge to stagnate the compression before final focus. Beam compression in a neutralizing plasma does not require stagnation of the compression, enabling a more robust method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heavy ion fusion (HIF) requires the acceleration, transport, and focusing of many individual ion beams. Drift compression and beam combining prior to focusing results in 10--100 individual ion beams with 10 -5 --10 -4 -C/m line-charge densities [1] . A focusing force is applied to the individual ion beams outside of the chamber. These beams must propagate through the chamber and strike the target with < 5-mm radius. The conventional scheme for temporal pulse compression makes use of an increasing ion velocity to compress the beam a factor of 10--20 as it drifts in vacuum and beam space charge to stagnate the compression [2] . Ideally, this situation leads to a mono-energetic beam for adequate transverse focusing.
In this paper, we consider neutralized drift compression (NDC) of an ion beam. Here, pulse compression and focusing is achieved in the presence of a neutralizing plasma over roughly 50--100 m just upstream of a preformed discharge channel specifically for pinched transport modes that guide the ion beam at small radius to the target [3] . Given adequate neutralization of the beam charge and current, the compression ratio is limited only by the accuracy of the applied velocity tilt and longitudinal temperature of the beam.
The individual ion beams drift, compress, and combine before being captured in an adiabatic discharge lens still outside of the chamber and are injected at small radius into the chamber. Recent work [3] for assisted-pinched transport (APT) has shown that a discharge channel can efficiently capture and transport a very high current ion beam to a 5-mm spot on the hybrid fusion target [4] . In the APT scenario, possible deleterious effects of beam overlap and combining just before capture may include instabilities and increased emittance growth. Implicit particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations indicate that there are perveance limits above which beam filamentation can prevent good coupling to the discharge channel [5] . Transport in a solenoidal field, as in the modular solenoid accelerator scheme [6] , is shown to greatly reduce this limit. The goal of these calculations is to elucidate the basic physics issues of plasma-neutralized beam combining within the context of a modular solenoid accelerator. The calculations are performed with the 3D parallel LSP [7] PIC code using a fully kinetic energy-conserving algorithm.
In Section II, we discuss the key physics issues regarding neutralization and beamplasma stability. The transition from vacuum to neutralized transport and transverse focusing of the longitudinally compressing beam are examined in Sec. III. Conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.
II. PHYSICS ISSUES FOR NEUTRALIZED DRIFT COMPRESSION
In this section, we examine the physics of a beam that has already acquired a head-totail velocity tilt for longitudinal time-of-flight compression. The time-dependent velocity function at a particular plane that produces a perfect beam longitudinal compression at a downstream distance L is given by,
where v(0) is the velocity of the pulse at t = 0. In practice, the beam ion velocities will vary somewhat with some characteristic thermal velocity or error ∆v that limits the pulselength achievable to t min =L∆v/<v>, where <v> is the mean beam velocity.
Realistically, the applied voltage to an ion beam can be controlled with current accelerator technology to roughly 0.1%.
The critical new physics involves the neutralization of the beam space charge by a plasma over many tens of meters. From a simple 1D analysis, if stipulated that the beam impulse due to space charge (resulting in electric field E) over the neutralized drift, EL/<v>, must be less than the applied tilt, ∆v, the neutralization fraction must be For the highest density case, the effect of the two-stream interaction is seen from in the beam phase space when compared with a simulation without self electromagnetic fields (ballistic case). Although the full-width-half-maxima of the phase space and current pulse with the instability present are similar to that calculated for the ballistic simulation, the saturated state of the instability results in a fraction of the beam ions being driven from the local mean velocity. These high longitudinal emittance ions are the cause of the "wings" in Fig. 1 for the higher density plasma simulations. Higher dimensional effects, varying plasma density, variable magnetic topology, and beam radius could reduce the impact of the two-stream further. These effects are the subject of future research.
Recent simulations [5] exhibited strong magnetic filamentation particularly with higher perveance beams. Because the filaments have characteristic scale length given by the collisionless plasma skin depth, the instability is likely Weibel [10] in nature. The impact of self fields severely impacts the drift length and beam perveance that can be efficiently focused. Adding a solenoidal magnetic field has a dramatic effect on reducing the self-field growth by constraining plasma electrons to move axially. Analytic theory of equilibrium fields of Kagonovich [11] shows that the exposed axial net current is greatly reduced for ω p β/ω c < 1, i.e., when the cyclotron radius is less than a plasma skin depth. This effect is calculated in a series of 2D LSP simulations for a high current 
III. TRANSITION FROM VACUUM BRILLOUIN FLOW TO NEUTRALIZED TRANSPORT AND FOCUSING
Recent HIF accelerator studies have begun that make use of solenoidal transport with ions in Brillouin flow (BF) equilibrium. This equilibrium for ion beams up to a few 100
MeV provides transport for considerably higher line-charge densities (λ) than the standard alternating gradient quadrapole approach [6] . The appropriate beam envelope equation is [13] (4) where Ω L = eB z /2m i , and ε are the beam Larmor frequency, and normalized emittance, respectively. For a cold unneutralized beam in equilibrium, the required magnetic field is given by B z = 2βcm i K 1/2 /ea. To accommodate an velocity tilt on the beam, the perveance must vary as K = Ω L 2 a 2 /β 2 c 2 , which requires the beam current to rise with beam γβ, i.e., of backstreaming electrons. We accomplish this by placing just upstream of the plasma a dipole magnetic field that has been shown to be effective in previous simulations [14] .
We now quantify the magnitude of the dipole magnetic field required to suppress upstream plasma electron motion. In a 3-m PIC plasma simulation, the solenoidal field on axis transitions from 2.5 T at z < 1 m to 0.125 T by z = 250 cm in the NDC region. The axial variation of the magnetic dipole field (normalized to a maximum of 1) is shown in number density with infinite mass ions but kinetic electrons.
The peak dipole magnetic field was increased from 1.2--4.8 kG in three simulations.
As the field increased, the number of backstreaming electrons dropped to 0 and the beam quality improved. For a 1.2-kG dipole, we see in Fig. 3 that a significant density of for the 50--100-m drift length and hit a 1-cm radius at the discharge channel entrance.
From the immersed envelope equation (Eq. 4), we quickly solve for the energy acceptance of the neutralized solenoidal focusing assuming small energy variation ∆E about E. With small beam emittance, K=0, and constant Ω L , the entire beam is captured within some final radius given
with r being the ratio of the initial-to-final radius. Practically, the beam emittance ultimately limits the maximum tolerable focal length.
For HIF, the above criterion sets a limit on the maximum energy variation of a beam coupling to a fusion target directly or with an intermediate step to discharge channel. In the case of multiple beams combining in a single solenoid, the initial radius is actually the envelope of all the combining beams. For the hybrid target [4] , requiring a 0.5-cm radius spot at the target and assuming a 10-cm radius beam, the accepted energy variation is roughly 13%. Coupling into a discharge channel of 1-cm radius increases the accepted spread to 26%. The discharge channel then compresses the beam to the 0.5-cm radius. Thus, the discharge channel also relaxes the required beam emittance. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the basic physics associated with neutralized drift compression of 
